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read it because it's all been leading to this. the victory arc concludes with
an epic story that weaves together plot threads from throughout the
entire gaunt's ghosts series and puts the beloved characters in more
danger than you'll be able to bear. it's all been leading to this. the victory
arc concludes with an epic story that weaves together plot threads from
throughout the entire gaunt's ghosts series and puts the beloved
characters in more danger than you'll be able to bear. fair warning:
they're not all going to get out alive. read it because returning to the
crusade's heart after a dangerous mission, colonel-commissar gaunt is
thrust into intrigue while his ghosts face a threat to their very
existence.after the success of their desperate mission to salvation's
reach, colonel-commissar gaunt and the tanith first race to the
strategically vital forge world of urdesh, besieged by the brutal armies of
anarch sek. however, there may be more at stake than just a planet. the
imperial forces have made an attempt to divide and conquer their enemy,
but with warmaster macaroth himself commanding the urdesh campaign,
it is possible that the archenemy assault has a different purpose - to
decapitate the imperial command structure with a single blow. has the
warmaster allowed himself to become an unwitting target and can gaunt's
ghosts possibly defend him against the assembled killers and war
machines of chaos read it because it's been a long time, but gaunt's
ghosts are back! after the dangers of salvation's reach, the tanith are
thrown into something new and different for them, but just as dangerous
as their previous adventures
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After the success of their desperate mission to Salvation's Reach, Colonel-
Commissar Gaunt and the Tanith First race to the strategically vital forge
world of Urdesh, besieged by the brutal armies of Anarch Sek. However,
there may be more at stake than just a planet. The Imperial forces have

made an attempt to divide and conquer their enemy, but with Warmaster
Macaroth himself commanding the Urdesh campaign, it is possible that

the Archenemy assault has a different purpose to decapitate the Imperial
command structure with a single blow. Has the Warmaster allowed

himself to become an unwitting target And can Gaunt's Ghosts possibly
defend him against the assembled killers and war machines of Chaos
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